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STATEMENT OF ORIGINALITY 

 

1. Authorship 

1) The paper describes the work carried out by the author(s). All authors who make 

contribution to this work have been included, and all the authors listed really do contribute 

to this paper. 

2) The paper gives proper acknowledgement to all contributors other than the author(s) 

named above. 

3) The work describes in the paper is original. If the paper includes work which is not original 

or has been copied from another source, please give details. 

2. Exclusive Publication 

The paper has not been published in any journal, or other form of publication (in any 

language), and this paper is not presently under consideration for publication in any other 

journal or other form of publication. 

If the paper has been presented at any conference/ congress/ symposium etc, please give 

brief details and also upload a copy of the material presented (in conjunction with a covering 

letter) stating how the submission to the CJSC is a significant enhancement of the previous 

work. 

3. Permission 

Your employer (or any person who commissioned the work described in the paper) agreed 

to this submission to CJSC with a view to publication. 

  

RETAINED RIGHTS/TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

  

General 

1. Authors/employers retain all proprietary rights in any process, procedure, or article of 

manufacture described in the Work. 

2. Authors/employers may reproduce or authorize others to reproduce this work, material 

extracted verbatim from the Work, or derivative works for the author's personal use or for 

company use, provided that the source and the CJSC copyright notice are indicated, the 

copies are not used in any way that implies CJSC endorsement of a product or service of any 

employer, and the copies themselves are not offered for sale. 



3. Although authors are permitted to re-use all or portions of the Work in other works, this 

does not include granting third-party requests for reprinting, republishing, or other types of 

re-use. The CJSC Intellectual Property Rights office must handle all such third-party requests. 

4. Authors whose work was performed under a grant from a government funding agency are 

free to fulfill any deposit mandates from that funding agency. 

  

INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS 

  

CJSC Copyright Ownership 

It is the formal policy of CJSC to own the copyrights to all copyrightable material in its 

technical publications and to the individual contributions contained therein, in order to 

protect the interests of the CJSC, its authors and their employers, and, at the same time, to 

facilitate the appropriate reuse of this material by others. The CJSC distributes its technical 

publications throughout the world and does so by various means such as hard copy, 

microfiche, microfilm, and electronic media. It also abstracts and may translate its publications, 

and articles contained therein, for inclusion in various compendiums, collective works, 

databases and similar publications. 

Author/Employer Rights 

If you are employed and prepared the Work on a subject within the scope of your 

employment, the copyright in the Work belongs to your employer as a work-for-hire. In that 

case, the CJSC assumes that after confirming this Copyright Transfer Agreement, you are 

authorized to do so by your employer and that your employer has consented to the transfer 

of copyright, to the representation and warranty of publication rights, and to all other terms 

and conditions of this Form. 

 


